Personal Energy
Solutions

Other Products

Personal Energy Solutions Devices
assist individuals with the following
energetic processes.

Personal Energy Solutions Devices
and Chakra Optimization Band are
subtle-energy tools utilized for
research purposes only. All results
or lack of results, are the
responsibility of the researcher.
Researchers are encouraged to
use both common-sense and
intuition when utilizing energy tools.

CHAKRA OPTIMIZATION BAND
subtleenergyskills.com

Wear The
Chakra Optimization Band
On Your Wrist And
Keep All Your Chakras:



Aligning



Balancing

 Clear



Clearing (by Unblocking)

 Unblocked



Clearing (by Streamlining)



Cohesiveness



Emotional Calm



Focusing



Grounding



Protection

Personal Energy
Solutions

 Balanced
 Strengthened
 Re-energized

Urbana, OH 43078
Phone: 646 872-4473
lyra@subtleenergyskills.com

 Attuned

CHAKRA OPTIMIZATION BAND
subtleenergyskills.com

C H A K R A
The “Chakra Optimization
Tools” (band and device)
performs the following
processes for all the energy
centers (chakras) in the body.
1. Unblocks Chakras
Benefits derived from
unblocking chakras may
include: increased energy
levels, reduced tension,
lessened physical tightness,
expanded awareness and
enhanced energy
connections. Unblocking
the 3rd eye chakra can
promote clairvoyance.
2. Strengthens Chakra
Boundaries
Strengthening chakra
boundaries prevents
chakras from retaining
excess energies or allowing
energies to leak out. An
overcharged third eye
chakra can produce a
headache. A depleted root
chakra can lead to being

O P T I M I Z A T I O N
spacey or exhausted.
3. Cycles Chakra Energies
Efficiently cycling energy in
and out of the chakras
creates balance for the
chakras and physical body.
4. Re-Energizes Chakras

T 0 0 L S
more fluidly and continuously
throughout the physical body and
energy systems. They allow the body
to work energetically more efficiently
and train the body to maintain more
balance on its own.
Chakras/Organ Association

Each chakra needs to reenergize itself to promote a
healthy chakra system and
high personal energy levels,

Root - Reproductive

rather than taxing another

Heart - Heart, Lungs

chakra by accessing its
energies.
5. Circulates Chakra
Energies Through the
Central Channel
Chakra energy is circulated
up and down the central
channel of the body to
connect and stabilize the
chakra system.
6. Trains the Chakra System
The Chakra Optimization
tools aids energy to flow

Sacral - Bladder
Solar Plexus – Intestines, Stomach

Throat - Vocal Cords
3rd Eye - Eyes, Pituitary Gland
Crown - Brain Stem

Make an energetic difference in
your personal energy levels with
Personal Energy Solutions
Products. Call or email Lyra
646 872-4473 or email her at
lyra@subtleenergyskills.com to
place your order. She will also
intuitively answer your questions
about how to use the products.

